**Sample Table 1**

- Tab 1: ... CSWE competency to which M-SSWEM II tabular data pertain.
- Tab 2: ... Competency-specific CSWE practice behavior to which M-SSWEM II tabular data pertain.
- Tab 3: ... Evaluative rubrics: top 7 are imbedded; next 5 are field; and the final is post-graduation (PGS).

**Imbedded & field results for the current semester**
- Tab 4: Table segment containing counts and statistics for the current semester being analyzed in this report.
- Tab 5: Rubric-specific “raw totals” of subsequent “scale value” counts used in tabular calculations.
- Tab 6: Counts of students across rubrics during the evaluative semester scoring ≥3 (performance standard).
- Tab 7: Rubric-specific row averages for the evaluative semester.
- Tab 8: Columnar totals across rubrics during the evaluative semester used to calculate Tab 9.
- Tab 9: Overall PB-specific percentage across rubrics of students during the evaluative semester scoring ≥3 (performance standard).

**Imbedded & field results athwart all semesters (comparison group)**
- Tab 10: Table segment containing counts and statistics athwart all semesters.
- Tab 11: Rubric-specific “raw totals” of subsequent “scale value” counts used in tabular calculations.
- Tab 12: Counts of students across rubrics athwart all semesters scoring ≥3 (performance standard).
- Tab 13: Rubric-specific row averages athwart all semesters.
- Tab 14: Columnar totals across rubrics athwart all semesters used to calculate Tab 15.
- Tab 15: Overall PB-specific percentage across rubrics of students athwart all semesters scoring ≥3 (performance standard).

**Imbedded & field results athwart all semesters**
- Tab 16: Discordance between current semester averages and the comparison group averages by rubric (performance standard).

**Sample Table 2**

**Imbedded & field results athwart all semesters**
- Tab 17: Average of the imbedded-formative rubrics for the PB for the current semester data.
- Tab 18: Average of the field-summative rubrics for the PB for the current semester data.
- Tab 19: Mean of the imbedded-formative & field-summative means for the current semester data.
- Tab 20: Average of the imbedded-formative rubrics for the PB for the comparison group data.
- Tab 21: Average of the field-summative rubrics for the PB for the comparison group data.
- Tab 22: Mean of the imbedded-formative & field-summative means for the comparison group data.